Injustice Gods Among Us Year Four Vol. 2
The shattering conclusion to the Year of the Gods! In this final volume of Year Four, the balance of power may be tipped by the arrival of a force that could challenge even the Gods of Olympus. Also, Wonder Woman must make a stand, and the final fate of Ares is revealed. The newest chapter of the INJUSTICE saga is here, as writer Brian Buccellato further explores what takes place before the events of the hit video game phenomenon. Collects INJUSTICE: GODS AMONG US: YEAR FOUR #6-12.

**Synopsis**

The first year of Injustice was very good. Year two sagged and year three was truly awful. The series rebounded a bit with the appearance of the Greek pantheon in Year 4, volume 1, but has fallen back to the nadir of year three with this poorly plotted and scripted tale. In short:

1. The Greek Gods have given Batman’s group the advantage. Superman slinks off.2) Zeus claims he is back and is outlawing the world religions. World leaders are aghast. People wonder if Batman has traded one tyrant for another (or to use Biblical terms, created a Golem)3) Superman allies with Poseidon to fight Zeus. It is short lived. Any 3rd grader who likes the Gods could have told you that.4) Harley Quinn is in Hades. Weak. Not sure why she has survived while other characters didn’t.5) Batman and Superman sort of unite to deal with Zeus. This is the most galling aspect of the story, as the entire series is predicated on Superman’s excesses against liberty being fought against by Batman’s freedom fighters. The two of them uniting to find a common opponent makes no sense.
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**Customer Reviews**

The first year of Injustice was very good. Year two sagged and year three was truly awful. The series rebounded a bit with the appearance of the Greek pantheon in Year 4, volume 1, but has fallen back to the nadir of year three with this poorly plotted and scripted tale. In short:1) The Greek Gods have given Batman’s group the advantage. Superman slinks off.2) Zeus claims he is back and is outlawing the world religions. World leaders are aghast. People wonder if Batman has traded one tyrant for another (or to use Biblical terms, created a Golem)3) Superman allies with Poseidon to fight Zeus. It is short lived. Any 3rd grader who likes the Gods could have told you that.4) Harley Quinn is in Hades. Weak. Not sure why she has survived while other characters didn’t.5) Batman and Superman sort of unite to deal with Zeus. This is the most galling aspect of the story, as the entire series is predicated on Superman’s excesses against liberty being fought against by Batman’s freedom fighters. The two of them uniting to find a common opponent makes no sense.
that wasn’t enough, another universal threat shows up as well. They are writing to keep pumping out issues to sell, rather than tell a good story. I think there has been a terrible creative and editorial process. You should avoid this.

This series does not disappoint. It has the right balance between action and dialog. The build up to the next run guarantees that I will follow this series final season.

I have never in my life hated Superman and never thought I could. But he has become everything we feared from him. This story arc challenges everything Superman has become known for.

Book was in perfect condition and it has a very epic storyline! A definite must buy!
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